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having a look inside the F-35 Lightning II, the most
advanced stealth fighter ever conceived? Never mind
building one. You might never see it anyway. That's
because the United States military's F-35 Joint Strike Fighter
program does not exactly take direction from Congress.
Instead, its funding is determined by a series of unelected,
unaccountable bureaucrats, which include: Raytheon
Lockheed Martin Boeing Northrop Grumman General
Dynamics Maritime Component System "All the money in
the world won't make our Government do what we want
them to do," says one USAF officer. "The Senate Armed
Services Committee doesn't issue orders to the Executive
Branch. They just take out their checkbook and write
checks." Even as it prepares to face off with some of the
world's most technologically advanced weapons platforms,
including the Chinese Chengdu J-20, the F-35 is already
proving to be a harder sell than most military-industrial
complexes can imagine. "The F-35 Joint Strike Fighter has
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proven to be plagued with costly, disruptive delays in both
production and engine development," one RAND analysis
found last year. The systems that will ultimately allow the
F-35 to achieve the stealthy performance desired, the
analysts found, were simply not ready. On a list of the
world's most expensive weapons projects, the F-35 is surely
top of the heap. A Pentagon study last year put the costs of
purchasing, developing, testing, and producing the plane at
$533 billion, not including the purchase of more than 2,
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